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Photon avalanche effect in LaCl3:Pr3¿
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~Received 3 May 2000!

The phenomenon of photon avalanche, which involves both an excited state absorption process from a
metastable level and a cross relaxation energy transfer process responsible for the large increases in population
of this metastable level, has been investigated in LaCl3 :Pr31. In this paper, we report on the intensity depen-
dence of both the steady-state fluorescence and the temporal evolution of the avalanche signal as a function of
temperature~80 K to room temperature!. Comparisons are made between experimental results and mathemati-
cal models based on a six-level system described by a series of coupled rate equations combined with the
propagation of a Gaussian beam. We develop a model with only one adjustable parameter, the excited state
absorption cross section, which provides a good description of all of our experimental data. We have estimated
values of the excited state absorption cross section for the various3H5→ 3P0 pumping transitions at different
temperatures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of photon avalanche was first repo
in 1979 by Chivian, Case, and Eden.1 It was an unexpected
discovery resulting from an investigation of the infrar
quantum-counter process2 in LaCl3 and LaBr3 crystals doped
with Pr31. In their infrared-visible double resonance expe
ment, the infrared pump beam was used to excite from
ground state (3H4) to the first excited state (3H5), while the
visible pump beam was resonant with the3H5→3P1 excited
state transition. When their visible pump radiation w
slightly greater than a certain critical intensity, the fluore
cence from the3PJ levels was observed to increase by se
eral orders of magnitude. Correspondingly, the absorptio
the visible pump frequency was sufficient to cause a d
ming of the laser beam as it propagated through the cry
They attributed this phenomenon to an efficient cross re
ation energy transfer between neighboring Pr31 ions,
(3H6 ,3H4)→(3H5 ,3H5), which left both ions with popula-
tion in the 3H5 manifold thereby enhancing the excited sta
absorption~ESA! used in the quantum-counter process. Th
also observed that the IR pump source was not necessar
this process which they denoted photon avalanche.
mechanism responsible for the initial population of the3H5
manifold was not considered at this time. Later it w
proposed3 that the 3H5 level was populated by off–
resonance pumping from the ground state followed by re
ation to the3H5 manifold.

Photon avalanche is an unconventional continuous w
~cw! pumping mechanism that leads to strong upconve
emission without resonant ground state absorption~GSA!.
The essential conditions needed for the observation of p
ton avalanche include:~1! the existence of an intermedia
metastable storage level which acts as a reservoir for
pump energy,~2! optical pumping between this storage lev
and some higher lying state, and~3! a cross relaxation pro
cess which sustains the population of the storage level.
photon avalanche phenomenon usually occurs in a sys
which has a high ratio of ESA to GSA at the pump fr
quency. In general, the input laser frequency should be r
nant with a transition between the storage level and a hig
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~16!/10790~7!/$15.00
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lying state. The relaxation from this higher lying state mu
then lead to a cross relaxation process that results in a
linear buildup of population in the storage level. The rela
ation rates from states above which the cross relaxation
cess originates must have higher probabilities than
relaxation rates to the levels below which the cross rel
ation process originates. The cross relaxation process m
also have a higher probability than radiative or nonradiat
~multiphonon! relaxation to lower levels.

Several distinctive aspects of the photon avalanche p
nomenon have been identified in the literature.3,4 The main
feature of the avalanche process is the existence of a cri
threshold for the input laser intensity, which separates
output fluorescence into two regimes. Below threshold,
excited state population cannot be sustained and fluoresc
is either weak or unobservable. Above threshold, a nonlin
increase in fluorescence occurs with an increase in pu
intensity. This threshold behavior can be understood,
terms of the competing relaxation processes mentio
above. Another distinctive feature of avalanche is that
absorbency of the crystal depends upon the input laser in
sity. Below threshold, the crystal is transparent to the pu
beam; whereas, above threshold, the pump beam is stro
absorbed by the crystal. Last, the buildup of the avalan
fluorescence is also strongly dependent on the pump in
sity. At threshold, there is a qualitative change in the sh
of the transient signal as well as a slowing of the build
time. A review of these and other aspects of the photon a
lanche phenomenon is given by Joubert and referen
therein.5

The primary purpose of this paper is to construct a
tailed model of photon avalanche in LaCl3 :Pr31 and to com-
pare this model to experimental results. Section II is devo
to the discussion of experimental details. Section III d
scribes the rate equation model used for analysis, and
numerical results are discussed in Sec. IV. The six-level s
tem of coupled rate equations combined with the propaga
of a Gaussian beam is shown to provide a good quantita
description of the observed behavior. Conclusions are gi
in Sec. V.
10 790 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The photon avalanche mechanism for our experiment
represented schematically in Fig. 1 along with a partialf
energy level diagram for Pr31 in LaCl3. In our experiments,
a cw tunable dye laser is resonant with one of the3H5
→3P0 excited state transitions. Since LaCl3 is a soft material
with a maximum phonon energy of only 210 cm21, nonra-
diative relaxation processes become very inefficient for
ergy gaps larger than several hundred wave numbers. T
the 3H5 manifold, with a lifetime of 42 ms, is able to serv
as the storage reservoir for the pump energy. Once the3P0
level has been populated via ESA, most of its population
funneled through the3H6 manifold during the radiative re
laxation process. Due to the high Pr31 concentration, popu-
lation in the 3H6 manifold may then relax by a (3H6 ,3H4)
→(3H5 ,3H5) cross relaxation process with a nearby Pr31

ion in the ground state. As a result of this cross relaxat
process, two Pr31 ions with population in the3H5 manifold
are available for subsequent absorption of the pump b
resulting in further nonlinear build up of the3H5 population
and hence dramatic increases in the3P0 fluorescence.

A crystal of LaCl3 doped with Pr31 at a concentration o
8 at % was used in these experiments. The crystal
grown from a melt using the Bridgman technique. Start
materials for the growth process consisted of LaCl3 and
PrCl3 powders melted in an atmosphere of HCl~10%! and
He ~90%!. The melt, contained in a 10-mm-diam fused sili
tube, was crystallized by pulling at a rate of 2.5 mm
through a temperature gradient of 25 °C/cm. After grow
the crystal was cut and polished to a size of approxima
5 mm33 mm31 mm such that the crystalc axis was par-
allel to the longest side. The crystal was then mounted
variable temperature cryostat, which enabled us to perf
measurements at temperatures between 80 K and room
perature using liquid nitrogen. Laser excitation was achie
using a Coherent Radiation model 699 ring dye laser pum
by a cw Spectra Physics argon ion laser. The wavelengt
the dye laser could be tuned from 528 to 560 nm using

FIG. 1. Energy level diagram of Pr31 and schematic diagram o
the photon avalanche phenomenon. The excited state pump tr
tion, dominant fluorescence transitions out of3P0, and cross relax-
ation process between neighboring ions are indicated by arrow
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31023 M solution of pyrromethene 556 dye dissolved
ethylene glycol. The use of intracavity etalons preven
mode hopping as well as narrowed the linewidth of the la
to '20 MHz. Dove prisms were used to rotate the polariz
tion of the pump beam, and a shutter was used to gate th
laser beam so that the buildup of the fluorescence could
monitored. The pump beam was focused onto the broad
face of the crystal with a 150 mm focal length lens. T
measured radius of the beam waist was 40mm (1/e2 irradi-
ance!. The emission from the3PJ levels was collected using
a fiber optic bundle at 90° to the input laser beam directi
An OG–590 cutoff filter was placed before the fiber in ord
to block scattered laser light. Having the fiber bundle sp
into two portions, enabled the collection of two types of da
simultaneously. Steady-state emission spectra were reco
with an EG&G Instruments 1530-A/AUV 1024S charg
coupled device detector in the spectral region of 640 n
Time dependent measurements of the emission from3P0
→3F2 were recorded by monitoring the output of an Or
77341 photomultiplier tube with a Tektronix TDS 460
digital oscilloscope. The emission was spectrally filtered
ing a monocrometer. Data consisted of sets of steady-s
emission spectra and transient signals where the pump b
was varied from 5 to 300 mW using neutral density filters
was important that both of these data sets be taken sim
neously, in order to eliminate small long term drifts whic
would prevent a direct comparison of the results. The pow
incident on the focusing lens was measured using a New
2835-C power meter, of which 88% was transmitted into
sample.

On pumping from the3H5 manifold to the3P0 level, we
identified two transitions that resulted in photon avalanc
The first transition occurs unders-polarized excitation at
546.1 nm, in close agreement with the expected position
the 3H5(II) →3P0 transition. The second transition occu
underp-polarized excitation at 547.2 nm, in close agreem
with the expected position of the3H5(IV) →3P0 transition.
In studying the temperature dependence of these two tra
tions, we found that as the sample was heated to room t
perature, the output fluorescence from the3P0 level reduced
while the critical thresholds remained the same for both tr
sitions. The buildup time required to reach the steady-s
avalanche signal became shorter near threshold as the
perature was increased. The 546.1 nm transition exhi
stronger fluorescence, lower thresholds, and shorter bui
times than the 547.2 nm transition for each of the tempe
tures investigated. The 546.1 nm transition has a critical
tensity threshold of approximately 600 W/cm2; whereas, the
547.2 nm transition has a threshold intensity of appro
mately 2000 W/cm2. These thresholds are much larger th
those presented by Chivian, Case, and Eden1 who report a
range of critical pump intensities of 1.2–12.2 W/cm2 for
transitions around 530 and 546 nm.

III. RATE EQUATIONS

To our knowledge, the manner in which we include t
initial population of the3H5 level and the inclusion of mul-
tiple interionic energy transfer processes in our rate equa
analysis differs from those modeling schemes previously
ported in the literature.

si-
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TABLE I. All of the interionic processes considered in our model exhibit direct spectral overlap bet
donor emission and acceptor absorption. Shown are the emission process, its bandwidthDEem, the absorp-
tion process that leads to direct overlap of emission and absorption, and its bandwidthDEabs.

Cross relaxation Emission DEem(cm21) Absorption DEabs(cm21)

xa
3F3→3H5 3998-4236 3H4→3H6 4039-4382

xb
3F3→3H6 1902-2132 3H5→3H6 1953-2248

xc
3F3→3H6 1902-2132 3H4→3H5 1935-2286

xd
3H6→3H5 1953-2248 3H4→3H5 1935-2286
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The 3H5→3P0 transition in LaCl3 :Pr31 can be resonantly
pumped at a wavelength that is not resonant with a gro
state transition. In our experiments the excited state tra
tion 3H5→3P0 was pumped. On average this requires
input energy of around 18 291 cm21. This same amount o
energy applied toward a ground state transition would pl
an electron 1697 cm21 above the1D2 manifold. Since the
pump wavelength does not correspond to a resonant e
tronic absorption from the ground state, this pumpi
scheme seems unlikely. Usually the first step of the pho
avalanche phenomenon is treated as an anti-Stokes
tiphonon absorption.6 Typically those modeling avalanch
systems have included as their starting mechanism a
resonant ground state pumping term proportional to the
cited state pumping term. It is in this way that our modeli
differs from those previously presented in the literature. W
rely entirely on the initial thermal population of the3H5
manifold for providing the initial population necessary f
achieving ESA. In our attempt to model our data by inclu
ing an off-resonance GSA pumping term in our rate eq
tions, we found the ratio of the GSA to the ESARGSA/RESA
became so small that the thermal distribution between
lower two levels became the dominant mechanism for p
ing population in the3H5 manifold. For example, at room
temperature~300 K! a value of less than 531025 was nec-
essary forRGSA/RESA in order to fit the power dependen
steady-state emission data. For smaller values, the mode
cluding off-resonance ground state pumping became ide
cal to the model which relied only on the thermal populati
distribution between the lower two levels. In trying to find a
acceptable fit for our low temperature data~100 K! an even
smaller value forRGSA/RESA was determined to be nece
sary. Other values reported forRGSA/RESA are given here as
a comparison. Lenth and MacFarlane reported a value o
31024 for YLiF4 :Nd31;7 Joubert, Guy, and Jacquier gave
value of 1.731024 for the same material at 6 K.8 Auzel and
Chen report a value of 531026 for LiYF4 :Er31 at room
temperature.9 Collings and Silversmith published a value
2.031023 for LaF3 :Tm31 at 77 K.10 Guy, Joubert, and Jac
quier determined a value of 531024 for YAG:Tm31 at 33
K.11 The values forRGSA/RESA are expected to vary depend
ing on the material being investigated, but the values
report are generally smaller than those given in the literat

Several interionic energy transfer processes are know
occur in LaCl3 :Pr31. We have identified four cross relax
ation processes and their associated upconversion proc
that play an important role in photon avalanche in this s
tem. All of these processes exhibit direct spectral over
between donor emission and acceptor absorption, as ca
seen in Table I. Our inclusion of all interionic energy trans
d
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processes which have direct spectral overlap is different fr
the modeling of most avalanche systems discussed in
literature. Usually only those cross relaxation processes
feed directly into the storage level are included. Using t
approach we were unable to obtain good agreement betw
our experimental results and our rate equation model. W
including only the (3H6 ,3H4)→(3H5 ,3H5) cross relaxation
process, which is the only cross relaxation process
leaves two ions in the intermediate metastable level, a la
increase in fluorescence was predicted than observed ex
mentally. Recently, Wermuth and Gu¨del reported the neces
sity of including multiple cross relaxation and upconversi
processes, specifically those involving excited state tra
tions, when modeling photon avalanche.12 They found that
the inclusion of these energy transfer processes were cri
in describing the system under high power excitation wh
the population density of the excited states becomes sig
cant.

The 3F2 and 3F4 levels rapidly thermalize with the3H6
and 3F3 levels, respectively, effectively coupling thes
levels.13 In the text, we will indicate thermally coupled se
of states by$%.

We have determined that photon avalanche in LaCl3 :Pr31

can adequately be described by the following six rate eq
tions wheren1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5, andn6 denote the popula-
tions in 3H4 , 3H5 , $3F2 ,3H6%, $3F4 ,3F3%,

1G4, and 3P0 re-
spectively:

ṅ152t th
21n11b61t6

21n61b51t5
21n51b41t4

21n41b31t3
21n3

1t2
21n22xan4n11yan3n22xcn4n11ycn3n22xdn3n1

1ydn2
2 , ~1!

ṅ252R26n21t th
21n11b52t5

21n51b42t4
21n41b32t3

21n3

2t2
21n21xan4n12yan3n22xbn4n21ybn3

21xcn4n1

2ycn3n212xdn3n122ydn2
2 , ~2!

ṅ35b63t6
21n61b53t5

21n51b43t4
21n42t3

21n31xan4n1

2yan3n212xbn4n222ybn3
21xcn4n12ycn3n2

2xdn3n11ydn2
2 , ~3!

ṅ45b64t6
21n61b54t5

21n52t4
21n42xan4n11yan3n2

2xbn4n21ybn3
22xcn4n11ycn3n2 , ~4!

ṅ55b65t6n62t5
21n5 , ~5!
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ṅ65R26n22t6
21n6 . ~6!

The lifetime of thei th excited level for the isolated ion i
given byt i . The branching ratiobi j represents the percen
age of the population in leveli which decays by radiative
relaxation to levelj. The lifetimes and branching ratios we
calculated using the Judd-Ofelt theory14,15 and the intensity
parameters given in Ref. 16.

The cross relaxation and upconversion energy tran
rates are described by the parametersx and y, respectively.
For the (3H6 ,3H4)→(3H5 ,3H5) cross relaxation process,
rate of 5.03104 s21 is given in Ref. 17. We emphasize th
the values for each of the cross relaxation and upconver
rates differ since the values of the oscillator strengths v
depending on the initial level involved in the process. B
using the rate given for the cross relaxation process m
tioned above, we have been able to determine the rates fo
other interionic energy transfer processes by scaling in
following manner. LettingWi represent any one of the cros
relaxation or upconversion energy transfer rates,

Wi5
1

Ē( i )
2

R fD
( i ) f A

( i ) . ~7!

Ē( i ) represents the average energy difference of the do
emission and the acceptor absorption;f D

( i ) and f A
( i ) represent

the oscillator strength of the donor emission and acce
absorption transitions, respectively.R is proportional to the
overlap integral for the donor emission and the acceptor
sorption transitions; it is calculated from

R5
WdĒ(d)

2

f D
(d) f A

(d)
~8!

using Wd as the rate given above for the (3H6 ,3H4)
→(3H5 ,3H5) cross relaxation process. The average ene
difference for this same cross relaxation process is given
Ē(d) , and f (d) is the associated oscillator strength for th
same process.

The values calculated for the lifetimes, branching rati
cross relaxation rates, and upconversion rates can be fou
Table II. The thermal distribution between the lower tw
levels is given by thet th

21 terms. This value was determine
by calculating the Boltzmann distribution between the t
lower levels using

t th
215t2

21exp
hcE21

kBT
, ~9!

whereE21 is the energy difference, andT is the temperature
in Kelvin. Except for the excited state pumping termR26 all
of the spectroscopic parameters were known and held fi

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Two types of numerical results were of interest to us. W
wanted to compare the predictions of our model to b
steady-state and time dependent measurements
LaCl3 :Pr31 at liquid nitrogen temperature and room tem
perature. The steady-state solutions to our system of cou
rate equations gave information on the input laser inten
er

on
y
,
n-
all
e

or

or

b-

y
y

,
in

d.

e
h
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dependence of the fluorescence emitted from the3P0 level.
The time dependent solutions provided information about
shape and magnitude of the buildup time of the3P0 fluores-
cence near threshold.

We found that our six-level system of coupled rate eq
tions was unable to quantitatively reproduce both sets of
perimental results. Our model was only successful at qua
tatively describing the power dependence of the steady-s
fluorescence emitted from the3P0 level. It has been shown11

that the rate equation model requires the inclusion of
Gaussian intensity profile of the input beam in order to
produce quantitatively the experimental results. Its inclus
is particularly necessary for allowing meaningful compa
sons between the time dependent solutions and the time
pendent measurements of the fluorescence near thres
Kueny, Case, and Eden18 were the first to point out that the
Gaussian intensity profile of the input beam is an essen
experimental consideration, although they did not incorp
rate it in their rate equation model. However, a model wh
did not include the Gaussian intensity profile of the inp
beam was useful in that it permitted us to obtain an init
estimate of the ESA cross section using the formula

sESA5
hcR26

lPI
, ~10!

wherelP is the input beam wavelength, andI is the intensity
of the input beam. An estimate of the ESA cross section w
necessary for including the Gaussian intensity profile of
input beam.

In order to take into account the propagation of the inp
Gaussian beam, the sample had to be divided into disc
radial and longitudinal elements. We letr i and zi be the
radial and longitudinal coordinate within the crystal, respe

TABLE II. Shown are the values used in the model for t
lifetimes, branching ratios, cross relaxation, and upconversion ra
All values were calculated using the Judd-Ofelt theory.

Lifetime Branching ratio

t6512.5ms b6550.010
b6450.055
b6350.649
b6150.286

t55905.0ms b5450.054
b5350.281
b5250.616
b5150.049

t45702.7ms b4350.027
b4250.205
b4150.768

t3518.1 ms b3250.440
b3150.560

t2542.0 ms
Cross relaxation Upconversion

xa516851 s21 ya57424 s21

xb591549 s21 yb541712 s21

xc5106463 s21 yc546903 s21

xd550000 s21 yd548347 s21
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FIG. 2. Strength of the3P0

→3F2 emission as a function o
pump power at the focusing len
is shown for four different experi-
mental situations. Circles and
squares represent experiment
data sets taken at different time
The lines are produced by a serie
of coupled rate equations com
bined with the propagation of a
Gaussian input beam. Details o
these calculations are given i
Sec. IV.
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tively. Since the input beam had a Rayleigh range of 9.2 m
our crystal was thin enough (D l 51 mm) that only one lon-
gitudinal elementzi 51 was necessary to sufficiently describ
the longitudinal propagation of the input beam. The rad
elements were described by an inner and outer radii,r in(r i)
and r out(r i), respectively. 100 radial elements, each with
width of 0.5mm, were chosen for the calculation. The fra
tion of the power of the input Gaussian beamrP contained in
the cylinder located at the radial elementr i compared with
the total pump power is given by

rP~r i !5
2

pwP
2Er in(r i )

r out(r i )

expF22r 92

wP
2 G2pr 9dr9

5expF22r in~r i !
2

wP
2 G2expF22r out~r i !

2

wP
2 G , ~11!

wherewP is the radius of the beam waist. The pump rate
unit volumeR26 is calculated using

R26~r i !5$12exp@2D l ~zi !a~r i !#%

3
lP

hc

h inPinrP~r i !

D l ~zi !p@r out~r i !
22r in~r i !

2#
, ~12!

wherePin is the power incident on the focusing lens andh in
is the percentage of power transmitted into the crystal. T
absorption coefficient is calculated from

a~r i !5sESAn2 . ~13!

A Taylor expansion of the exponential term in Eq.~12! gives

R26~r i !5a~r i !
lP

hc

h inPinrP~r i !

p@r out~r i !
22r in~r i !

2#
. ~14!
,

l

r

e

An adaptive step size fourth order Runge-Kutta integra
was used to obtain stable numerical solutions to our sys
of time dependent coupled rate equations. The only adj
able parameter included in the model was the ESA cr
sectionsESA. An initial estimate of this value was calculate
for each transition at both room and liquid nitrogen tempe
tures using the rate equation model without including
input Gaussian beam intensity profile. Once the rate eq
tions were combined with the propagation of the inp
Gaussian beam, the ESA cross section was adjusted to o
the closest agreement between the numerical model and
experimental data.

The steady-state solutions to our system were determ
by allowing the populations of the six levels to reach a co
stant value over a period of at least 4 s. Primarily, we inv
tigated the power dependence of the upper level popula
n6. This allowed us to make comparisons with our pow
dependent steady-state emission data in which we had
cused our attention on the intensity of the fluorescence fr
3P0→3F2. Comparisons between the experiment and
model can be seen in Fig. 2. The strength of the3P0→3F2
emission as a function ofPin is indicated by the circles and
squares in each of the four plots. We note that experime
data points are not shown below the critical threshold
either of the liquid nitrogen temperature data sets, since
emission is too weak to be observed below threshold. T
model is represented by the lines drawn in Fig. 2. We n
that both sets of room temperature data are described by
different ESA cross section values. We determined that
value ofsESA could not provide solutions which agreed wi
the experimental transients at all incident powers. The s
line represents the model which provides close agreem
with the experimental transients taken at high powers,
the dashed line represents the model which provides c
agreement with the experimental transients taken at lo
powers.

The experimental transient data was compared to the
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dictions of our model for the time dependent behavior of
n6 level population. These comparisons for the transition
sulting from 546.1 nm excitation can be found in Fig. 3 f
room temperature and Fig. 4 for liquid nitrogen temperatu
In Figs. 3 and 4, we note that both the fluxations and
crease observed in the data once the system has rea
steady state are due to small drifts in the power and
quency of the dye laser. In both Figs. 3 and 4 the ESA cr
section values are the same as those presented in Fig.
546.1 nm excitation. Comparisons between the model
the experiment are not shown for the transition result
from 547.2 nm excitation, however the results are similar
those shown for 546.1 nm excitation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we tried to make a detailed treatment of
photon avalanche phenomenon in LaCl3 :Pr31 by construct-
ing a model of the avalanche process and comparing
model to our experimental results. We generated two ty
of experimental data:~1! the laser power dependence of t
steady-state fluorescence from3P0, and ~2! the laser power
dependence of the temporal behavior of the emission f
3P0. Predictions from a model, consisting of a six-level sy
tem described by a series of coupled rate equations comb
with the propagation of a Gaussian input beam, were co
pared with each of our experimental data types. We h
shown that our rate equation analysis describes our sys
well at both room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. A co
parison of experimental results with the predictions of o

FIG. 3. Transients showing the buildup of the3P0→3F2 emis-
sion for six different laser powers, under 546.1 nm excitation
room temperature~295 K!. The calculation of the solid and dashe
lines is described in Sec. IV.
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model enabled us to investigate systematically the impac
interionic processes on avalanche. Four cross relaxation
cesses and their associated upconversion processes
identified as being important. We have also determined
if the thermal population distribution between the lower le
els of the system are included, it is unnecessary to incl
nonresonant GSA in our model as a starting mechanism
photon avalanche. Thus, we have been able to develo
model with only one adjustable parameter, the ESA cr
section, which gives a good description of all of our expe
mental data. The model also allowed us to estimate value
the ESA cross section for the various3H5→3P0 pumping
transitions at both room and liquid nitrogen temperatur
For the 546.1 nm transition at room temperature an aver
value of (1.760.6)310220 cm2 was determined for the ESA
cross section. For the same transition at liquid nitrogen te
perature a value of (2.660.4)310220 cm2 was calculated
for the ESA cross section. For the 547.2 nm transition
average value of (5.062.1)310221 cm2 was determined a
room temperature, and a value of (7.360.8)310221 cm2

was calculated at liquid nitrogen temperature for the E
cross section.
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t
FIG. 4. Transients showing the buildup of the3P0→3F2 emis-

sion is shown for six different laser powers, under 546.1 nm ex
tation at liquid nitrogen temperature~100 K!. The calculation of the
solid line is described in Sec. IV.
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